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Purpose of This Meeting

�To let you know what a Visitor 
Experience Plan is supposed to 
accomplish 

� and why it is important.

�To ask for input that will help 
us create a useful plan 

� One that will be implemented.

�To present the ways in which 
your input can be provided.

�To introduce the team that is 
preparing the plan.

Fells Point in Baltimore is a beautiful area saturated 

in history and encompassing a number of fun and 

interesting things to do. A visit to Fells Point Maryland is 

another must-do when visiting the area, especially for 

those who enjoy a relaxed atmosphere and fun around 

every corner. Cobble stoned streets situated along a 

mesmerizing waterfront set the mood for an ideal 

outing. Shopping and dining are two favored activities 

in Fells Point Maryland where some of the finest gifts and 

cuisine in the city can be found. A variety of eclectic Fells 

Point restaurants, mixed with quaint shops offering 

flowers, souvenirs, antiques, clothing, jewelry toys and 

more, offer a way to spend an entire day and go still back 

for much more. 



Purpose of the Plan

� To identify, organize, 
publicize, and make 
readily accessible 
experiences associated 
with Fell’s Point.

� In particular, those 
experiences that bolster 
national preservation 
and interpretation 
programs 



Historic Scope  

of the Plan

� The full scope of the plan, 
however, will  also 
address the role that  
Fell’s Point played in 
events commemorated by 
new National Trails
� the Washington Rochambeau 

Revolutionary Route National 
Historic Trail (WR3)

� the Star Spangled Banner 
National Historic Trail 
(SSNHT) 

� The Capt. John Smith Trail

� The  Sesquicentennial of the 
Civil War



Strategic Importance 
of the Plan
� Fell’s Point is a link in all 

of the National Trails that 

pass through it

� A Chesapeake Bay 

Gateway Network Site 

and a part of the 

Baltimore National 

Heritage Area. 

� By such linkages, Fell’s 

Point can assume the 

national and international 

preeminence it deserves.



Key points of linkage

� The oldest and most 
significant historic 
buildings, streetscapes 
and Harbor views (due in 
part to the Great 
Baltimore Fire of 1904)

� Eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century 
massing and street design

� The ambience of that era 
most strongly felt here



The Maritime Linkage is Central

� The international 

connection

� For example, the Fell’s 

Point’s private navy 

blockade of the coast of 

England played a major 

role in ending the War of 

1812.

� Your input regarding the 

role of Fell’s Point during 

the time of John Smith’s 

exploration, the 

Revolutionary War, and 

the Civil War is also 



Fell’s Point Global Maritime Linkage

� The role of 

Fell’s Point 

artisans and 

mariners in the 

Revolutionary 

War, War of 

1812, and the 

Civil War

� All of these 

wars involved 

European 

powers and 

control of the 

seas



� The Experience Economy 

� Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)

� Hierarchy of Needs

� Armchair to Armchair

� Protecting water views on Thames St. 

Some Introductory Concepts



1. The Experience Economy
(B. Joseph Pine II and James H. Gilmore, 1999). Gilmore was the keynote 
speaker at the 2010 National Geographic Geotourism Summit, “The 
Power of Place.”



The Experience Economy

…companies that recognize that 
they are in the primary business 
of staging experiences are among 
the most successful today. The 
newly identified offering of 
experiences occurs whenever a 
company intentionally uses 
services as the stage and goods 
as props to engage an individual. 
While commodities are fungible, 
goods tangible, and services 
intangible, experiences are 
memorable. 



The Experience Economy

� Starbucks

� How can they charge so much for a 

cup of coffee? 

� Do you enjoy waiting in line?

� McDonalds

� Interior layout influenced by 

consultation with anthropologists

� High places for men to sit

� Mothers can sit in booths to prevent 

children from getting up while children can 

look outside

� Something for children to do while mothers 

can watch



2. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
� SNR is a measure used in engineering to quantify how much a 

signal has been corrupted by noise. 

� A ratio higher than 1:1 indicates more signal than noise. 

� The concept can be applied to any form of signal (such as 

isotope levels in an ice core or biochemical signaling between 

cells). Indeed, any form of communication.



Why is SNR Important?
� Signal is coherent, noise is not. 

� Signal is music, noise is static.

� Themes must be precisely stated 

and conveyed

� Overlapping themes are confusing 

unless presented individually and 

then tied together

� Experience reinforces themes, but 

does not replace them

� Clearly linking themes to 

experience is an art and a science

The American flag evokes a 
strong emotional response, 
one that can be used as a 
call to arms, an argument for 
civil rights, a way to engage 
students in the history of the 
United States, and for many 
other purposes.



3. Hierarchy of Needs

� People are not open to 
experiences that are offered 
them if they are overwhelmed 
by internal ones. 

� Visitor amenities must be 
readily available

� restrooms, 

� places to escape the heat and 
cold, places to rest, food and 
drink, 

� and directions to these places. 

� After they are given this, they 
can be made aware of the 
other experiences available to 
them.



4. Armchair to Armchair 

� The experience begins before 
arrival, at the moment the idea of 
visiting Fells Point enters 
awareness. 

� We begin to structure experience 
with brochures, ads, signs, events, 
and especially the Internet. 

� It continues after departure, as 
people remember what they have 
done and share these memories 
with others. 

� We extend the experience with 

� opportunities for repeat visits, 

� providing ways for visitor to share 
experiences, 

� invitations to events and 
fundraisers, and 

� offering opportunities to volunteer 
or provide other support. 



5. Protecting water views on Thames St. 

� We will look into

� Nomination as 

National Historic 

Landmark

� World Heritage Site 

(Ensemble)

� The linkage to events 

national and global 

can be useful to both 

efforts



Where do these ideas come from?

� Might be the National Park Service

� The Visitor Experience Resource Protection (VERP) 

approach has been around for 20 years



VERP follows a set of steps
� Considers both resources and 

experiences
� Statement of Significance
� Management Objectives

� At historic sites, number one is 
preservation

� Zoning
� Based upon location and sensitivity of 

resources

� An historic building, an 
archaeological site, Redwood 
trees, a view of the Grand 
Canyon

� Interpretation is a tool of management
� The visitor experience is a tool of 

interpretation



VERP applied to experiences
� Analyze site resources

� Examine existing visitor use 

� Evaluate current experiences 

� Identify planning constraints

� Plan for future experiences



Analyze Site Resources



Analyze Site Resources



Analyze Site Resources



Analyze Site Resources



Examine existing visitor use 



Identify planning constraints



Evaluate current experiences



How is experience related to theme 

and content? 

� Stories

� Human interaction

� Encounters with the iconic

� Encounters with the authentic

� Information



SSBNHT Potential Themes

� Identified in the EIS

� the test of democracy

� the role of slaves and 

civilians

� the formation of a 

national identity, 

� the importance of a 

military defense.



Capt. John Smith Themes
� Captain John Smith’s voyages

� Political and cultural effect

� American Indian Societies and Cultures of the 17th

Century

� Raising awareness of the extent and sophistication of 

these

� The Natural History of the Bay

� The verdant and varied ecosystems of the Bay



Stories

� People are 

interested in 

people

� Interpretive 

themes are most 

engaging when 

woven into 

stories about 

people



Stories and Experience

� The stories of 

Captain John 

Smith’s voyage 

presented as the 

experience is 

replicated



Replicating the Experience
� Water routes (canoeing, kayaking, recreational 

boating) largely self guided

� Hiking and biking trails will have wayside exhibits and 

brochures

� Auto routes will have exhibits, brouchures, and audio 

tapes

� VA has John Smith’s Adventures on the James River 

Water Trail and Auto Tour (Virginia DCR).

� What is possible in Fell’s Point?



Human interaction

� Exit surveys and focus groups indicate that visitor 

satisfaction is most closely correlated with the quality 

of human interaction

� Interpreters

� Restaurateurs

� Hosts at places of lodging

� Service people

� Disney terms every person the visitor will encounter a “cast 

member.”

� How do we facilitate this in Fell’s Point?



Encounters with the iconic

� Touchstones of significance

� The Mona Lisa

� The Grand Canyon

� Fort McHenry and the Flag

� The average visitor spends two minutes looking at the 
Mona Lisa and 20 minutes looking at the Grand Canyon

� The rest of the time, there are engaging in ancillary 
experiences that are associated with human relationships

� Dining, viewing interpretive exhibits, settling in to lodging

� Purchasing gifts for family and friends

� Bringing a piece of the touchstone home

� What icons are associated with Fell’s Point?



Encounters with the authentic

� Other than everyday 
experience

� The primordial, eternal, or 
associated with “ancestors”

� Founding Fathers

� Royalty

� those who initiated a new 
way of life or of thinking 
like Einstein or Picasso.

� Perceived as being 
unsullied or unchanged.



How are themes and experience 

related to visitor services?

� Visitor flow on the water and on the land

� Visitor Services, in particular:

� Adequate space for visitor orientation, including a venue 

for showing an orientation video

� Restroom facilities

� Displays that present the variety of experiences available 

in Fell’s Point

� Gift shop and shopping recommendations

� Themed dining and pub experience

� Places to seek shelter in from the weather 

(uncomfortable heat or cold, rains, wind, or snow).



How are themes and experience 

related to visitor services?

� At present, we have no effective place for

� Visitor orientation, 

� Restroom facilities 

� Interpretive displays 

� The private sector can provide

� Gift shops 

� Themed dining and pub experience

� Places to seek shelter ifrom the weather



Who will be working on the plan?

� Doug Comer (team leader)

� The Preservation Society

� Suzanne Copping and Abbi Wicklein-Bayne

� Gay Vietzke

� Bill Pencek and Kate Marks

� Jeff Buchheit and Jack Spinnler

� Robert Selig (W3R)

� Kathleen Kotarba

� Fell’s Point Maritime History Consortium

� Mainstreet

� Community AssociationsAssociations

� Other stakeholders



How will input be solicited and 

provided?

� The main vehicle for providing input will be via email. 

Emails should be sent to:

� fellspoint@culturalsite.com

� Fill out note cards

� Please be courteous and patient with others, and solicit 

their opinions here and as the process moves forward



Your input regarding the following 

issues is especially solicited

� Overall orientation to Fell’s Point and what is 

available there.

� Adequate visitor facilities, including interpretive space 

and restrooms.

� Signage that is effective but not overwhelming (SNR).

� Ways to provide information other than signage.



Your input regarding the following 

issues is especially solicited

� Capturing and assessing visitor data.

� Finalizing interpretive themes.

� Identifying experiences relevant to interpretive themes.

� Identify where and how these experiences will be 

made available 



Your input regarding the following 

issues is especially solicited

� Associating theme experiences with a variety of 
historic structures in Fells Point, including 

� 1724 Thames

� Utilizing 1732 Thames Street, (ca 1810), home and 
business of a militia man in George Stiles First Marine 
Artillery as a possible SSBT site.

� Better integration of the already restored and interpreted 
Robert Long House and Garden (c 1765) as a W3R site.

� Possible utilization of  612-614 S. Wolfe Street, ca. 1797, 
a rare surviving wooden workingman’s house as a SSBT 
site

� How to best experience the Lion of Baltimore, an 
authentic quarter scale model of a Baltimore schooner. 


